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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
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2013/2014 was a pivotal year for Marketing
Edinburgh.
The end of 2012 had been bruising with organisational upheaval, necessary cost cutting and public
disagreements around its campaigns.
2013/2014 was the organisation’s chance to
metaphorically dust itself down and get on with the
job in hand. I’m glad to say that it did just that. It
set itself 3 driving principles - confidence in its team,
credibility amongst its stakeholders and momentum
of work, ideas and delivery. I think we can look back
on 2013/2014 and see Marketing Edinburgh
providing all three and we can also see them
flourishing in 2014/2015. The collaborative ‘This is
Edinburgh’ demonstrates this.
Marketing Edinburgh has come a long way. It has
new faces, it is more commercial, it has better
relationships, it has a clearer mission and it is
clearer on what it has to deliver. It also has great
work under its belt.
We now have a platform on which it can have a
meaningful dialogue with partners, businesses and
the wider Edinburgh community about how best to
promote Scotland’s capital. The three year
business plan agreed with City of Edinburgh Council
provides us with some resource to deliver what we
need to now.
However, if we are to compete beyond this three
year window we need as a City to decide how to
fund our promotional activities. We also need to
prioritise and seek efficiencies where we can.
This is a collaborative approach. Our recent campaign shows that the sum can be greater than its
parts and collaboration, in times of scarce resource,
is a great way of getting the result that we need.

But we need collaborators and it is only with the
private sector joining the public sector in promoting
our city that we’ll be able to get to the sustainable
model that will ensure Edinburgh will have a strong,
confident and cohesive voice in the years to come.
Marketing Edinburgh is attacking this with
confidence, credibility and momentum. I hope that
you can join us and add your voice to those shouting
about Edinburgh.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S SUMMARY
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Marketing Edinburgh has enjoyed an extremely
productive 2013/2014. This was a year of
consolidation for the company which has delivered
a leaner, more commercially focussed organisation
to go into the challenges which lie ahead.
The relationship which Marketing Edinburgh now
enjoys with our key investor and stakeholder, the
City of Edinburgh Council, has developed into an
account management lead one, with the
City being our key client.
A strong indicator of the positive relations and belief
in Marketing Edinburgh is evidenced by the three
year business plan which was submitted to and
approved by the City of Edinburgh Council in
November 2013. This strength was further
underlined by the approval of a three year Service
Level Agreement, covering 2014/2015 through to
2016/2017. This line of sight provides Marketing
Edinburgh with the certainty it requires to plan,
resource and develop its campaigns.

Further commentary on the performance of the
four areas of our business, Business Tourism,
Membership; Film; and Brand follow on the coming
pages. Marketing Edinburgh’s evolution requires to
be continued and a real focus going forward is the
engagement with and acquisition of revenue from
the private sector. This process has already
commenced and it is Marketing Edinburgh’s stated
aim to drive its reinvigorated approach into this key
sector.

The majority of KPI’s set for 2013/2014 were
achieved with a two notable achievements worth
pulling out.

If 2013/2014 was centred on consolidation,
2014/2015 and beyond is about growth, confidence
and tangible delivery. The plan sets out tough
targets and KPI’s, rightly so. In order to achieve
these Marketing Edinburgh requires and is
committed to a collaborative relationship with all
our stakeholders.

Marketing Edinburgh’s Business Tourism Team
achieved £90.1m worth of economic impact for the
City, a record achievement, and an improvement of
over £15m from 2012/2013. The conference
business which Marketing Edinburgh secures for the
City has a long tail with over 40% of delegates
indicating that they wish to return as leisure
tourists.
A City Centre Marketing Campaign, funded by the
City of Edinburgh Council, Essential Edinburgh and
Marketing Edinburgh, was successfully launched to
critical success and excellent media commentary.
Marketing Edinburgh’s role in writing the brief,
securing the creative, media and PR agencies, and
driving the creative product has been central to the
overall success of the campaign to date.

The output of this approach will be to provide
Marketing Edinburgh additional funds with which to
recycle into promotional campaigns with a
marketing lead approach as befitting the body
tasked to take the City to the world.

BUSINESS TOURISM
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Marketing Edinburgh’s Convention Bureau promotes
the City as a premier conference, incentive and
event destination which hosts hundreds of
conferences every year, ranging from small events to
large association meetings.
We offer high levels of product knowledge,
specialist skills and effective co-ordination of venues
and support services. Currently we are involved
with a substantial number of conferences bids as far
in advance as 2023 reflecting Edinburgh’s worldwide
reputation as a centre of excellence in the fields of
energy, medicine, life sciences, informatics,
electronics, technology and creative industries.
Edinburgh is 33rd in the world-ranking of
international conference destinations by the
International Congress and Convention Association
(ICCA). For the last seven years, Edinburgh has
retained its position as the most popular UK City
after London for hosting international association
meetings.
2013/2014 was an extremely successful year as
demonstrated by the following results.
Business Tourism		
Economic Impact		

Target
£89m		

Achieved
£90.1m

Accommodation income

£200K		

£177K

New Ambassadors		

50		

59

ICCA Ranking			

30		

TBC*

*The announcement of the ICCA rankings is due by
the end of May 2014.
In addition to these results, for the first time
Marketing Edinburgh was able to offer subvention to
conferences looking to place business in the City.

The National Bid Support Fund was set up by the
Scottish Government to enable Scotland to
compete more effectively on the international stage
and secure conferences that would not
otherwise have considered Scotland as a
destination.
As of 31 March 2014, Marketing Edinburgh has
provided match funding to a number of bids to
secure 16 international and national conferences,
with a value of £32.8m in economic impact.
2014/2015 will be a year of further collaboration of
the key partners in securing business tourism for the
city including the EICC, the University of Edinburgh
and the Edinburgh Hoteliers Association. A united,
targeted approach in securing conferences for the
City is the aim, with the City going to the market as
one.
Marketing Edinburgh’s Convention Bureau will
extend its presence into North America, for the first
time, in summer and autumn of 2014 aimed at
driving association conferences into Edinburgh, as
well as on-going sales mission in Europe.

MEMBERSHIP
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When Marketing Edinburgh was formed Edinburgh
Convention Bureau (ECB) had a membership base of
157 organisations who generated £167K in fees in
return for a package of rights and benefits.
Marketing Edinburgh aimed to generate £250K from
Membership income in the financial year 2013/14.
Members are hotels, venues and conference service
suppliers who currently pay annual subscription
to Marketing Edinburgh and benefit from business
enquiries as a result of an on-going activities and
opportunities program.
Member numbers at the end of the financial year
stood at 182. The renewal communication on
membership began at the beginning of March 2014
and as at 1st April, the start of the new financial
year 2013/2014, 10 organisations did not renew
their membership (5.5%) of the membership base.
In terms of contribution to fee income this was
equivalent to £9415 (3.5% of total income).
New members joining in 2013/2014 generated
membership fee income of £23,588 excluding any
hotel bedroom commission received.
		
						
Membership
Target
Achieved
Retention Levels
95%
94.5%
Membership Numbers
Revenue		

190

183

£250,000

£268,645

2014/2015 Membership income target is set at
£299,000. A key initiative in 2014/2015 to drive
membership income will be the introduction of a
new category - bars/restaurants/retail outlets. A
key benefit for this new category of membership will
be the inclusion within a new app which launches
on the 1st of June.

The app will combine with a card and is targeted at
conference delegates who will use the card to claim
‘rewards’ - a selection of special offers. This
membership category is targeted to drive £31K
in new revenue. Three new business to business
events have been introduced into the program of
activities and targeted to drive £16K in new revenue
and in addition a more proactive approach to digital
sales on the www.meetingedinburgh.com website
will look to increase sales from £1500 to £4500 in
the next 12 months.

FILM
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Edinburgh Film Focus was rebranded Edinburgh Film
Office in order in March 2104 to sit comfortably
under the Marketing Edinburgh brand portfolio and
its aim is to promote the interest of film Edinburgh
and the Lothians. A key element of that was the
Review of City of Edinburgh Council’s Filming
Charter and a new Charter was approved by the
Economic Development Committee in March 2014.
Positive overage was achieved in UK film/TV trade
press Screen International and The Knowledge.
The Edinburgh Film Steering Group, a new initiative,
met for the first time in February 2014, and brings
together key influencers and decision makers from
Edinburgh’s film & TV sector, Marketing Edinburgh
and the City of Edinburgh Council. The group has an
ambassadorial role for film in Edinburgh with the
aim of furthering the interests, needs and
opportunities of the film sector in Edinburgh and
promoting film-friendly policies within key
stakeholders and decision makers.
The Film Office maximised promotion of the City
through “Sunshine on Leith” and “Filth” and both
were released in the cinemas in September/October
2013. A series of promotional campaigns, in conjunction with VisitScotland ensured maximum
coverage of both these films. Sunshine on Leith
alone secured ‘Total Opportunities to See’ in the UK
press amounted to almost 6 million. Meanwhile,
our partner region East Lothian has benefited from
high profile feature films Under The Skin and The
Railway Man showcasing their locations.
In addition in 2013/2014 the Film Office explored
access to factual TV strands promoting Edinburgh
and generated features to do with interior design
and country homes, resulting in coverage in several
titles including Scotland On Sunday Homes
Film summary		
Enquiries

Target
500

Conversion		

60%		

*£3M economic impact to the city

Looking forward 2014/2015 reputation is key. In order to attract film & TV production, Film Edinburgh
focuses on ensuring and enhancing the film–friendly
reputation of the Edinburgh City region. This will be
achieved by 3 key imperatives:
Our service to filmmakers: Film Edinburgh will
provide a 24-hr response rate to filmmaker
enquiries, providing informed and accurate
information, making it the most respected film
office in the UK.
Local authority services to filmmakers: Building on
the successful launch of the new Filming Charter,
Film Edinburgh will continue to build on
relationships with CEC services to ensure the
film-friendly reception of filmmakers in the City.
Raise public awareness of film in the City:
Welcoming residents and traders are undeniably
advantageous when it comes to filming on location.
Film Edinburgh will work with partners to create
promotional assets that highlight the films that the
Edinburgh City region has welcomed.

Achieved		
502
68%*

BRAND
The key brand initiative for Marketing Edinburgh in
2013/2014 was The City Centre Campaign, a joint
collaboration between The City of Edinburgh
Council, Essential Edinburgh and Marketing
Edinburgh . With a budget of £1m to invest over two
years, the objective is to attract residents and those
within a two hour commute back to the shops,
restaurants, bars, attractions and hidden gems in
the city centre. The campaign comprises
advertising, website, social media, events,
discounted parking and includes plans for an app.
Development of the ‘This is Edinburgh’ campaign
began with an agency pitch run by Marketing
Edinburgh in August 2013, included research groups
and culminated with a TV campaign across the STV
Central area which reached 1.3m people. Outdoor
posters and bus sides featuring Field of Light, The
Museum of Childhood, and The National Portrait
Gallery ran in Edinburgh alongside activity in
Glasgow, Perth and on the Scotrail network. PR
coverage of the launch was very favourable,
particularly in the Edinburgh Evening News, and
totalled 42 articles which reached over 13m people.
Light Night kicked off the Winter in Edinburgh
campaign on November 2013 and attracted 26K
residents into the city centre versus an expectation
of 18K. The wide range of City winter events was
promoted using Real Radio, Scotsman, The List and
bus rears and leaflets plus PR support, all
complementing the Edinburgh’s Christmas
promotion activity from Underbelly.
Following on from the Field of Light event in St
Andrew Square, which formed part of the launch
campaign messaging, Marketing Edinburgh is
working closely with Essential Edinburgh and
Greater Grassmarket to run events in the City
centre, West End and Grassmarket. Events include
Style in the City (April), Spa in the City (May), Film
in the City to kick off the EIFF (June) and Food in the
City (Sept).
Social media has been a key tool to promote both
the campaign and to drive engagement around
specific events. Since the campaign started, total
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social media audience have grown ahead of target
from 56K in January 2014 to nearly 70K by the end
of March 2014.
Marketing Edinburgh’s corporate website was relaunched in December 2013 with a responsive website which adapts to most mobiles and tablet devices. This site now presents our convention, film and
brand offerings consistently under the Marketing
Edinburgh umbrella. The launch of the City Centre
Marketing Campaign was supported by the launch
of the www.thisisedinburgh.com website, the
official destination website for Edinburgh, which is
packed full of information for visitors, residents and
students, and will replace the www.Edinburgh-inspiringcapital.com website.
Marketing 		
Winter campaign

Target		
450K

Footfall vs U
Website traffic		
Social media

+2%		
305K
		
45K

PR coverage (OTS)

450m		

Achieved
>526K
(total reach)
+3%
399K
(unique views)
69K
(total audience)
337m

Strategic priorities moving forward are to secure
additional revenue streams. Marketing Edinburgh is
in active dialogue with VisitScotland, the City of
Edinburgh Council and key city attractions to take
over the Edinburgh Pass and to widen the scope of
the attractions and transport providers involved.
Other key projects include website monetisation
and tram advertising revenue from the two trams
allocated to be retained by the City.

KPI SUMMARY

Business Area
Target
Membership
Retention Levels
95%
Membership
190
Revenue
£250K
Business Tourism
Economic Benefit
£89m
Accommodation Commissions
£200K
New Ambassadors
50
ICCA Ranking
30
Film
Enquires
500
Conversion
60%
Marketing
Winter Campaign reach
450K
City Centre footfall (Edinburgh vs UK)
+2%
Website traffic
305K
Social media (total)
45K
PR Coverage (OTS)
450m
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Achieved
94.50%
183
£268K
£90.1m
£177K
59
TBC
502
68%
526K
+3%
399K
69K
337m

